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Two different hypotheses have been proposed to account for the inheritance
of the Rhesus blood antigens. Wiener (3) explains their inheritance on the basis
of a set of multiple alleles, while Fisher (2) accounts for it on the basis of three
closely linked pairs of factors. At least six different genes are required for either
explanation, as three different kinds of Rhesus antigen are known, each of which
is dominant in its absence, but none of which show dominance to each other.
If multiple alleles are responsible for the inheritance, it means that two genes
(Rh°! and Rh°") each produce two different antigens. Linkage would mean
that each gene would produce only one antigen. The genes and their products,
both for multiple alleles and for'linked genes are shown below, the three antigens






















Wiener (3) has tested the multiple allelic hypothesis with gene frequency
analysis, and his results show close agreement between the expected and the actual
frequencies. Fisher's hypothesis cannot be tested by the usual methods of gene
frequency analysis. It is possible, however, to test the linkage hypothesis by
chromosome frequency analysis, if we have data on the frequencies of the Rh types
in a population in which mating has occurred at random. Within such popula-
tions, non-allelic genes should occur quite independently of each other. Even
genes from sets of alleles too closely linked for any crossing over to occur should
still show the same ratios of various combinations within chromosomes as expected
on random assortment. That is to say, if alleles Aa and Bb are linked, regardless
of how closely, and if the gene frequencies are A —.9; a — . 1 ; B — . 1 ; b —.9; we





The frequency of a chromosome carrying any combination of genes, then is the










No. 3 RHESUS BLOOD FACTORS 117
This note is concerned with such a test for linkage of the Rh genes. Data
on actual frequencies is based upon a population of 1,000 in New York City,
tested by Wiener and Sonn (3). Gene frequencies are radily obtained from such
data. For example, the frequency of gene c is the square root of the frequency
of persons lacking antigen Rh1. It follows that C = l —c. In a similar manner











The frequencies of the eight combinations of the Rhesus genes within chromo-
somes are easily computed and are shown below:


































If p, q, r, s, t, u, v, and w represent the chromosome frequencies, the expected
chromosome combinations within individuals are (p+q+r+s - f t+u+v+w) 2 .












































Extreme deviations of the observed from the expected are readily apparent,
and indicate that the genes responsible for the inheritance of the Rh antigens
are not linked.
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